History 356  EUROPE BETWEEN THE WARS 1919-1939

Required Books:
Allen, William S.  The Nazi Seizure of Power
Hughes, H.S.  Contemporary Europe 7th ed.
Kennan, George F.  Russia and the West under Lenin and Stalin
Payne, Stanley G.  Fascism: comparison and Definition
Preston, Paul  The Spanish Civil War
Sontag, Raymond J.  A Broken World. 1919-1939

On 3 hour reserve at Helen White Undergraduate Library Reserves and on sale at University Book Store

Course Outline:

June 13  Organization and Introduction  Hughes, ch.I-II
15  The Myth of a Golden Age  Sontag, ch.I-V
    Payne, pp.22-41

June 20  How the War Changed Europe  Hughes, ch.III-IV
22  Wars and Revolutions  Sontag, ch.VII-VIII
    Kennan, ch.I-VIII

June 27  Political Soldiering  Hughes, ch.V-VI
29  Interim Solutions and Brave New Worlds  Sontag, ch.IX-X
    Kennan, ch.IX-XVI

July  4  HOLIDAY
6  The Bottom Drops Out  Payne, pp.1-21; 42-84
(The World Depression)  Kennan, ch.XVII-XIX

July 11  MIDTERM EXAMINATION
(Graduate book titles due for submission)

July 13  Totalitarianism  Hughes, ch.X-XI
       Allen, Part I

July 18  Left Liberalism  Preston, ch.I-IV
July 20  Appeasement  Allen, Part II

July 25  Hitler's War Aims  Hughes, ch.XII
(Graduate Essay Reviews due)  Preston, ch.V-VI

July 27  International Communism and International Fascism  Kennan, ch.XX-XXI
       Payne, pp.84-138
       Sontag, ch.XII

August 1  The Coming of War  Sontag, ch.XIII

August 3  FINAL EXAMINATION  Preston, ch.VII-VIII